
SAFETY

Confined Spaces, Dangerous Places
Life Saving Rules for Life Saving Roles

Learning from our FAILURES

Confined spaces can be extremely dangerous environments. They often      
contain multiple hazards which can be atmospheric, physical and/or   
biological in nature. That’s why anyone associated with a confined space 
entry must understand their role, as well as how their respective role fits 
into the big picture.

When workers don’t fully understand their roles and responsiblities 
as it relates to a confined space entry operation, mistakes will happen.
Confined space fatalities investigated by NIOSH revealed that only
15% of the victims studied were trained, while:  

	  95% of entries were AUTHORIZED by supervision
	  85% of the time a SUPERVISOR was present
	  29% of the deceased were SUPERVISORS
	  0% had a RESCUE PLAN
	  60% of “WOULD-BE” RESCUERS died
	  0% of the spaces were TESTED prior to entry
	  0% were VENTILATED

EMPLOYER 
RESPONSIBILITIES 

OSHA states, “The 
employer shall provide 

training so that all 
employees whose 

work is regulated by 
this section acquire 
the understanding, 

knowledge, and skills 
necessary for the safe 

performance of the 
duties assigned under 

this section.”

 
(29 CFR 1910.145(g)(1)

OSHA requires that employers ensure the employees involved in, or who 
have the potential to be involved in a confined-space entry be trained before 
entering any space, as well as:

	•  Whenever there is a change in the employee’s duties or assignment.
	•  Whenever there is a change in the permit space itself.
	•  Whenever it is determined that there have been or must be    
     changes in or deviations from procedures.
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Confined Space Roles, Responsibilities & Training Requirements
The ENTRY SUPERVISOR is responsible for the overall entry operation and must be able to:

AUTHORIZED ENTRANTS are at risk from the moment they step 
inside a confined space until they exit. They must be trained to:

		Understand and be able to identify confined space hazards and   
  communicate these to entrants and attendants.
		Recognize the signs and consequences of dangerous exposures and   
  describe these to entrants and attendants.
		Make sure the entry permit is complete and that listed tests and   
  hazard removal/controls have been completed; listed procedures 
  are followed; listed safety, communications, and rescue equipment is  
  in place; and rescue services are available.
		Sign, date, and post the permit outside the confined space.
		Make sure no one enters the space until the supervisor has    
  determined it to be safe and has posted the permit.
		Remove unauthorized people from the permit area when alerted by an  
  attendant.
		Cancel the entry and the permit when operations are complete and   
  all entrants are accounted for (a permit should also be canceled if a   
  dangerous condition arises and entrants have to be evacuated).  

		Identify confined space hazards and the potential consequences of   
  those hazards to their safety and health.

		Recognize the signs and symptoms of dangerous exposures.

		Operate any equipment necessary to test, monitor, and ventilate the   
  atmosphere in a confined space; communicate with others working   
  inside and outside the space; and protect themselves from exposure to  
  hazards.

		Wear a harness attached to a retrieval line (or when appropriate,   
  wristlets) to allow for a speedy rescue in an emergency, as well as 
  other required personal protective equipment determined by the Risk   
  Assessment & Permit Entry Procedures.

		Remain in contact with the attendant outside the space, alerting the   
  attendant immediately to any signs of exposure or other danger in the space.

		Know how to leave the space quickly and safely after identifying a problem or getting a signal 
  or order from the attendant or entry supervisor to evacuate.

HERE’S WHY 
IT MATTERS... 

Confined space entrants could 
face hazards that are immediately 

dangerous to life and health such as:

•  Flammable gas, vapor, mist, or  
     dust at levels high enough to   
     cause a fire or explosion
•  Toxic gas, vapor, mist, or   
     dust at levels high enough to   
     cause illness or death if inhaled
•  Oxygen levels below what you   
     need to breathe, causing suffocation
•  Liquids or flowing solids 
     (e.g., sand) that could cover, bury,  
     or smother
•  Entrapping design (e.g., walls that  
     curve in, floors that slope and taper  
     down)
•  Heat high enough to cause   
     exhaustion or heatstroke
•  Falls caused by damp floors,   
     slippery handholds, or entrapping  
     spaces
•  Noise that could damage hearing  
     or make it hard to hear directions or  
     warnings
•  Energy and/or equipment that 
     could cause electrocution, fire, or  
     explosion
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Visit OSHA.gov for more information at:

For product information and education on the newest gas detection technologies visit:

Industrial Scientific at: http://www.indsci.com/solutions
MSA Safety at: http://www.msasafety.com

		Identify the hazards of the space, the consequences of exposure, and the signs and symptoms of exposure. 

		Maintain an accurate count of authorized entrants and know who is in the space and remain in constant contact   
  with workers in the space.

		Monitor activities that could affect the safety of entrants inside and outside the space. 

		Order entrants to evacuate immediately if conditions inside or outside the space could endanger entrants, if a   
  worker in the space shows signs of dangerous exposure, or if the attendant can’t safely and effectively perform 
  his or her duties. 

		Summon rescue services when necessary or perform non-entry rescues when authorized and practical. 

		Keep unauthorized people away from the space and alert the entry supervisor if any such people enter the 
  permit area. 

		Attendants should never leave their post even for a moment (if they need a break, another trained attendant 
  must take their place).

		Attendants should never enter the space for any reason (including an attempt to rescue entrants).

Training is a critical component to a Confined Space Permit Program as defined under OSHA 1910.146 & 1926 
Subpart AA; how well you know your role, and how it relates to the entire operation can be the difference 
between life and death.  Other OSHA permit space requirements include, but are not limited to testing and 

monitoring atmospheric hazards, monitoring entrants, and establishing rescue/retrieval procedures.

FOR TECHNICAL SUPPORT CONTACT: SAFETYQUESTIONS@FASTENAL.COM OR 833-FNL-SAFE
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Confined Space Roles, Responsibilities & Training Requirements
AUTHORIZED ATTENDANTS remain outside a confined space during the entire entry 

operation to monitor and protect the entrant. They must be trained to:

https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/confinedspaces/

https://www.osha.gov/SLTC/confinedspaces/

